
   

Contact
6202003348 (Work)
rohitkumar620200@gmail.com

www.linkedin.com/in/rohitkumar-
tech (LinkedIn)
github.com/RohitKumar-tech
(Other)

Top Skills
html
react
Node.js

Languages
Hindi (Native or Bilingual)
English (Professional Working)

Certifications
C Programming For Beginners -
Master the C Language
GENESIS
CSS (Basic) Certificate
Generative AI

Rohit Kumar
5⭐⭐ in HackerRank | Student at SRM UNIVERSITY | Website
Curation Enthusiast | ACM Member | IEI Student club member
Patna Sadar, Bihar, India

Summary
Hey there! I'm Rohit Kumar, driven by an insatiable hunger for
growth in the realm of software engineering. I find immense joy in
unraveling complex problems with innovative technological solutions.

About Me: My journey into the tech world kicked off with the classic
"Hello World" program, igniting a spark that evolved into a deep
passion for coding. From grappling with algorithms to mastering
data structures, every challenge has fueled my curiosity. The allure
of software development, especially its potential in transforming
industries like finance, captivates me.

Experience: Alongside academia, I've delved into diverse projects,
navigating through a myriad of programming languages. While
Python, C, and C++ laid the foundation, my exploration didn't stop
there. I ventured into the vibrant world of web development with
HTML, CSS, and JavaScript, and took a deep dive into backend
scripting with PHP. Database management with MySQL and the
intricacies of full-stack development have also been part of my
journey. These experiences haven't just sharpened my technical
skills but also enriched my adaptability in varied environments.

Goals: In the short term, my sights are set on securing an entry-level
software developer position, where I can apply my knowledge and
continue soaking up wisdom from seasoned professionals. Looking
ahead, my ambition is to leverage the power of software to simplify
daily life and tackle global challenges head-on, making a positive
impact on society.

What Drives Me: I'm propelled by the belief that software holds the
key to unlocking endless possibilities, from reshaping industries
to enhancing human lives. To stay ahead of the curve, I remain
dedicated to keeping abreast of the latest trends and technologies in
software development.
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Let's Connect: If you're as passionate about technology as I am, let's
connect! Whether it's swapping ideas on emerging tech trends or
exploring potential collaborations, I'm all ears. Together.

Experience

Codesoft
Web Developer
March 2024 - Present (1 month)
India

I am delighted to announce that I have been chosen for a four-week virtual
internship program with CodSoft, where I will be serving in the role of "Web
Development." I am eagerly anticipating the opportunity to acquire practical
skills, valuable insights, and unforgettable experiences that will significantly
contribute to shaping my future career in the field of web development within
an industrial setting.

Education
SRM University
B.tech, CSE core · (August 2023 - August 2027)

freeCodeCamp
Web development · (February 2024 - April 2025)

Radiant International School - India
12, PCM · (2020 - 2022)
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